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"Industrial Maintenance and Mechatronics provides support for an Industrial Technology Maintenance (ITM) program. It covers the
principal industrial technology disciplines, with a focus on electrical systems and electronic controls. It provides students with
the necessary knowledge for entry-level positions in industrial maintenance and prepares them for NIMS Level 1 credentialing"-The efficient usage, investigation, and promotion of new methods, tools, and technologies within the field of architecture,
particularly in urban planning and design, is becoming more critical as innovation holds the key to cities becoming smarter and
ultimately more sustainable. In response to this need, strategies that can potentially yield more realistic results are
continually being sought. The Handbook of Research on Digital Research Methods and Architectural Tools in Urban Planning and
Design is a critical reference source that comprehensively covers the concepts and processes of more than 20 new methods in both
planning and design in the field of architecture and aims to explain the ways for researchers to apply these methods in their
works. Pairing innovative approaches alongside traditional research methods, the physical dimensions of traditional and new cities
are addressed in addition to the non-physical aspects and applied models that are currently under development in new settlements
such as sustainable cities, smart cities, creative cities, and intercultural cities. Featuring a wide range of topics such as
built environment, urban morphology, and city information modeling, this book is essential for researchers, academicians,
professionals, technology developers, architects, engineers, and policymakers.
Fashion Branding and Consumer Behaviors presents eye-opening theory, literature review and original research on the mutual
influence of branding strategies and consumer response. Contributors use multiple methods to analyze consumers' psychosocial needs
and the extent that their fulfillment goes beyond the usefulness or value of the items they purchase as well as the fashion
industry's means of communicating brand identity and enhancing brand loyalty. Along the way, these studies raise important
questions about consumer behaviors, consumer welfare, environmental ethics and the future of consumer research. Included in the
coverage: A symbolic interactionist perspective on fashion brand personality and advertisement response. Optimizing fashion
branding strategies in a fluctuating market. An analysis of fashion brand extensions by artificial neural networks. Domestic or
foreign luxury brands? A comparison of status- and non-status- seeking teenagers. The impact of consumers’ need for uniqueness on
purchase perception. How brand awareness relates to market outcome, brand equity and the marketing mix. A breakthrough volume on
the complexities of how and why we buy, Fashion Branding and Consumer Behaviors will captivate researchers and practitioners in
the fields of consumer psychology, marketing and economics.
Ebook. - Originally published in: 2008.
Agricultural Trade Policy and Food Security in the Caribbean
Essentials of Strategic Management
Autonomous Robot Vehicles
Fantasy and Reality in History
Simply Laura Lea
Marketing the Core
The Little Book of Market Wizards
Risk-based ship design is a new scientific and engineering field of growing interest to researchers, engineers and professionals from various
disciplines related to ship design, construction, operation and regulation. The main motivation to use risk-based approaches is twofold:
implement a novel ship design which is considered safe but - for some formal, regulatory reason - cannot be approved today and/or rationally
optimize an existing design with respect to safety, without compromising on efficiency and performance. It is a clear direction that all
future technological and regulatory (International Maritime Organisation) developments regarding ship design and operation will go through
risk-based procedures, which are known and well established in other industries (e.g. nuclear, aviation). The present book derives from the
knowledge gained in the course of the project SAFEDOR (Design, Operation and Regulation for Safety), an Integrated Project under the 6th
framework programme of the European Commission (IP 516278). The book aims to provide an understanding of the fundamentals and details of the
integration of risk-based approaches into the ship design process. The book facilitates the transfer of knowledge from recent research work
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to the wider maritime community and advances scientific approaches dealing with risk-based design and ship safety.
Learn the facts behind the pharmacology and pharmacokinetics of controversial cannabis therapeutics The Handbook of Cannabis Therapeutics:
From Bench to Bedside sets aside the condemnation and hysteria of society’s view of cannabis to concentrate on the medically sound aspects of
cannabis therapeutics. The world’s foremost experts provide a reasoned, thoroughly researched overview of the controversial subject of
cannabis, from its history as a medicine through its latest therapeutic uses. The latest studies on the botany, history, biochemistry,
pharmacology, toxicology, clinical use for various illnesses such as AIDS, epilepsy, and multiple sclerosis, and side effects of marijuana
are all examined and discussed in depth. This comprehensive resource is a compendium of articles from the Journal of Cannabis
Therapeutics—with additional contemporary commentary. It presents startling research that explores and supports the medicinal value of
cannabis use and its derivatives as a valid therapeutic resource for pain and inflammation, for several illnesses less responsive to other
therapies, and even for certain veterinary uses. Cannabinoids such as nabilone, THC, levonantradol, ajulemic acid, dexanabinal, and others
are extensively described, with a review of new indications for cannabinoid pharmaceuticals. The book is carefully referenced to encourage
your examination of previous studies and provides tables and figures to enhance understanding of information. The Handbook of Cannabis
Therapeutics discusses: the uses of cannabis in Arabic, Greek, Roman, and early English medicines absorption rates pharmacokinetics
pharmacodynamics separate extracts versus the use of cannabis in its entirety the therapeutic value of the endocannabinoid system
cannabinoids and newborn feeding a comparison of smoking versus oral preparations clinical research data on eating cannabis therapeutic uses
as appetite stimulant treatments in obstetrics and gynecology medicinal treatments used in Jamaica the use of cannabis in the treatment of
multiple sclerosis the benefits versus the adverse side effects of cannabis use The Handbook of Cannabis Therapeutics is a reference work
certain to become crucial to physicians, psychologists, researchers, biochemists, graduate students, and interested members of the public.
Today’s CEO must be a global leader who also understands that parts of the business must be managed locally. Someone who sets a strategic
vision, though industry and technology disruptions will surely threaten that vision. Someone who must live in the future to go to the future,
while continuously creating economic and social value. Not an easy task. Harder Than I Thought is a fictional narrative that puts this
increasingly complex job in context—by enabling you to walk alongside Jim Barton, the new CEO of Santa Monica Aerospace, as he steps into the
role. Barton’s story, developed in consultation with seasoned, reallife CEOs, contains crucial lessons for all leaders hoping to master the
new skills required to move into the Csuite.
Achy Obejas writes stories about uprooted people. Some, like herself, are Latino immigrants and lesbians; others are men (gay and straight),
people with AIDS, addicts, people living marginally, just surviving. As omniscient narrator to her characters' lives, Obejas generously
delves into her own memories of exile and alienation to tell stories about women and men who struggle for wholeness and love.
Distortions to Agricultural Incentives in Asia
Essential Advice, Hints and Strategy for Business: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Linkedin, Youtube, Snapchat, and More!
We Came All the Way from Cuba So You Could Dress Like This?
Risk-Based Ship Design
Scientific Models
Strategic Analysis and Action
From Antiquity to the Present

Suitable for advanced undergraduates & postgraduates, this book provides a definitive guide to bioinformatics. It takes a conceptual approach & guides the reader from first
principles through to an understanding of the computational techniques & the key algorithms.
Michael Burger's goal in this inexpensive overview is to provide a brief, historical narrative of Western civilization. Not only does its length and price separate this text from the
competition, but its no-frills, uncluttered format and well-written, one-authored approach make it a valuable asset for every history student. The Shaping of Western Civilization
begins with the ancient Near East and ends with globalization. Unlike other textbooks that pile on dates and facts, Shaping is a more coherent and interpretive presentation.
Burger's skills as writer and synthesizer will enable students to obtain the background required to ask meaningful questions of primary sources. In addition to suggestions for
further reading, this overview includes over 50 images and 22 maps.
Illustrates the vital components of effective website design. Two leading representatives from the web design industry (Paul Andrews of Abstract Art P/L and Simon Bowden
design P/L) shed light on the approaches they take in developing an online presence for their clients.
How to Optimize Human-Machine Work Combinations Your organization has made the decision to adopt automation and artificial intelligence technologies. Now, you face difficult
and stubborn questions about how to implement that decision: How, when, and where should we apply automation in our organization? Is it a stark choice between humans
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versus machines? How do we stay on top of these technological trends as work and automation continue to evolve? Work and human capital experts Ravin Jesuthasan and John
Boudreau present leaders with a new set of tools to answer these daunting questions. Transcending the endless debate about humans being replaced by machines, Jesuthasan
and Boudreau show how smart leaders instead are optimizing human-automation combinations that are not only more efficient but also generate higher returns on improved
performance. Based on groundbreaking primary research, Reinventing Jobs provides an original, structured approach of four distinct steps--deconstruct, optimize, automate, and
reconfigure--to help leaders reinvent how work gets bundled into jobs and create optimal human-machine combinations. Jesuthasan and Boudreau show leaders how to
continuously reexamine what a job really is, and they provide the tools for identifying the pivotal performance value of tasks within jobs and how these tasks should be
reconstructed into new, more optimal combinations. With numerous examples and practical advice for applying the four-step process, Reinventing Jobs gives leaders a more
precise, planful, and actionable way to decide how, when, and where to apply and optimize work automation.
Comprehensive Business Review
Shift From Teaching To Learning
500 Social Media Marketing Tips
Individual, Collective and Organizational Learning Through Gaming Simulation
Lessons from the Greatest Traders
China and the WTO
A 4-Step Approach for Applying Automation to Work
Pettus shows how a specific sequencing of resource decisions will allow firms in any industry to grow faster than competitors despite environmental
shocks.
Companion text to Capstone Business Simulation
"Company policy forbids me from exchanging my blood, my soul, or my firstborn child with customers..." When Ross starts working third-shift at a gas
station, he doesn't think anything extraordinary will happen. He expects a lot of quiet shifts. Well, you know what they say about assumptions. One
explosion later and he's the personal assistant to a vampire-who he admits is not only sexy, but the sane one-in charge of his supernatural clan's
paperwork, and managing any trouble the members get into. Spoiler alert: the clan can get into quite a bit of trouble. Ross is definitely not paid
enough for this. Tags: The crack ship armada sails again, and then it got out of hand, poor put upon retail workers, Ross didn't deserve this, Fate is
cruel, so am I, the trauma of changing jobs, Ross has a paperclip and knows how to use it, Ross isn't clear if he's a PA, bartender, or babysitter,
troublesome werewolves, Australian wizards, spells gone awry, very awry, sexy vampires, developing relationship, coming out, not a single degree of
chill from Glenn where Ross is concerned, slow burn, boss/secretary, light bondage, Ross has to teach ancient mythical beings how to text, pray for him,
SHENANIGANS, did I mention crack?, the most absurd workplace romance in history
This title responds head-on to the growing requests by business faculty for a concise, theory-driven strategic management concepts and cases text.
Knowledge Matters
Stories
A Dynamic Marketing Simulation
The Handbook of Cannabis Therapeutics
The Shaping of Western Civilization
From Bench to Bedside
Urban China

R&D Decisions, Strategy, Policy and Innovations explores how research and development decisions affect all of us. They are linked
inextricably to the performance of firms and of economics as a whole. Their importance means that they are of concern to a large number of
practitioners, policy-makers and researchers. This book demonstrates the range of issues and perspectives which R&D can encompass and at the
same time brings out the elements which unite them. The papers in this book are organized into three main sections: * Strategy and
Organization explores the importance of R&D and of the structures and strategies of individual organizations. The emerging 'core competence
paradigm' is especially noted. * Policy and Performance looks at what new thinking on R&D more generally implies for government policy and
the performance of industries, regions and economies. * Disclosure and the Market examines issues raised by changing regulations on the
disclosure of R&D expenditure.
»» Updated SPRING 2019! Always The Newest Social Media Strategy ««Struggling with social media marketing for business? No likes, comments and
clicks, no matter what you try? Feeling overwhelmed or just don't even know where to begin? This book will help.The key to success on social
media is to build a strong and consistent social media marketing plan: with ideas that drive brand awareness, attract loyal customers, and
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help you reach your business goals - like increasing website traffic, delivering top customer service, or making sales. And that's what
you'll learn in 500 Social Media Marketing Tips.500 Social Media Marketing Tips is your guide to social media success for business, featuring
hundreds of actionable strategies for success on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube, Snapchat, and more!»» DOWNLOAD:: 500
Social Media Marketing Tips: Essential Advice, Hints and Strategy for Business ««The goal of this book is simple: I will show you how to
build and grow a successful social media marketing strategy for your business. Unlike other books on the subject, 500 Social Media Marketing
Tips is uncluttered and concise to ensure that you'll take away something valuable every single time you read, whether it's for five minutes
at breakfast, half an hour on your commute, or all day at the weekend!You will learn:* Why Every Business Needs A Social Media Marketing
Strategy* The Key Foundations For Every Successful Social Media Marketing Plan* The Most Effective Content to Share on Social Media (And How
to Make It)* Hundreds of Tips to Grow Your Audience and Succeed on All The Biggest Social Networks: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat,
Pinterest, YouTube, and LinkedIn.* How to Use Blogging to Underpin and Drive your Social Media Marketing Efforts* Plus: Access to Over 250
Social Media Marketing Video Tutorials and FREE Monthly Book Updates Forever (Kindle version only)»» Ready to Kick Start Your Social Media
Marketing? ««Join over 80,000 people are already using 500 Social Media Marketing Tips to make the most of everything social media has to
offer your business. Download now to stop worrying and, in no time, start seeing the benefits that a strong social media strategy can
deliver.Scroll to the top of the page and select the "buy now" button.
Advances in Business Education & Training is a Book Series to foster advancement in the field of Business Education and Training. It serves
as an international forum for scholarly and state-of-the-art research and development into all aspects of Business Education and Training.
This new volume deals with several aspects of the challenge to design learning in and for a changing world. The first part concerns program
development. How to build curricula that are future-proof? Principles to innovate our curricula are identified. It answers the question how
we can incorporate the need for change in our thinking about curriculum-development and identify the necessary elements to incorporate in our
curricula. The second part focuses on the increasing diversity of students and employees within our schools and organizations, in terms of
culture, language, and perception of ability, gifts, and talents. This offers a range of opportunities, but at the same time can possibly
jeopardize some processes that are taken for granted. Chapters in this part analyze the processes that play a crucial role in dealing with
this diversity and identify educational practices that can help to harvest the potential that lies within this diversity. The third part of
this book digs further into the possibilities that are opened up by the implementation of ICT-support in our learning environments. Elearning provides tools to adapt these environments to the needs of an increasingly diverse student-population. In the last part we focus
specifically on the workplace and how learning can be designed in such a way that employees are equipped for a shifting workplace. On the one
hand it is looked how training can affect performance in the workplace. Does learning transfer to the work environment? On the other hand it
is questioned how one can design affordances to trigger learning in the workplace.
Distortions to Agricultural incentives in Asia is the third volume in a series of books that brings together analytical narratives of the
evolution over the past half-century of policy-imposed distortions to farmer incentives and food prices in 80 countries. Drawing on new
consistent set of estimates spanning 90 percent of the world's agricultural markets. The first two titles in the series focus on Europe's
transitional economies and Latin America. Future titles will focus on Africa and the distortions to agricultural incentives from a global
perspective.
Growth from Chaos
Fashion Branding and Consumer Behaviors
The Quest for Competitive Advantage
Handbook of Research on Digital Research Methods and Architectural Tools in Urban Planning and Design
Accession, Policy Reform, and Poverty Reduction Strategies
Industrial Maintenance and Mechatronics

500 Social Media Marketing TipsEssential Advice, Hints and Strategy for Business: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Linkedin, Youtube, Snapchat,
and More!Independently Published
Agricultural trade is a major factor determining food security in Caribbean countries. In these small open economies, exports are essential, whilst
imports provide a large part of the food supply. This book examines various dimensions of trade policy and related issues and suggests policies to
address trade and food security and rural development linkages. It is as a guide and reference documents for agricultural trade policy analysts, trade
negotiators, policy-makers and planners in both the public and private sectors.
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The jargon associated with Microsoft Excel's pivot tables ("n-dimensional cross tabulations") makes them look complex, but they're really no more than
an easy way to build concise, flexible summaries of long lists of raw values. If you're working with hundreds (or hundreds of thousands) of rows, then
pivot tables are the best way to look at the same information in different ways, summarize data on the fly, and spot trends and relationships. This handy
guide teaches you how to use Excel's most powerful feature to crunch large amounts of data, without having to write new formulas, copy and paste cells,
or reorganize rows and columns. You can download the sample workbook to follow along with the author's examples. - Create pivot tables from
worksheet databases. - Rearrange pivot tables by dragging, swapping, and nesting fields. - Customize pivot tables with styles, layouts, totals, and
subtotals. - Combine numbers, dates, times, or text values into custom groups. - Calculate common statistics or create custom formulas. - Filter data that
you don't want to see. - Create and customize pivot charts. - Unlink a pivot table from its source data. - Control references to pivot table cells. - Plenty of
tips, tricks, and timesavers. - Fully cross-referenced, linked, and searchable. Contents 1. Pivot Table Basics 2. Nesting Fields 3. Grouping Items 4.
Calculations and Custom Formulas 5. Filtering Data 6. Charting Pivot Tables 7. Tricks with Pivot Tables
Featuring recipes drawn from familiar classic dishes and new favorites, Laura Lea's new book, Simply Laura Lea, offers delicious home-cooked food
without sacrificing healthy eating.
Informing, Educating, Assessing, and Managing with E-portfolios
Strategy Policy and Innovations
The Prehistoric Rock Art of Morocco
Compete
Developing Your Firm's Resources to Achieve Profitability Without Cost Cutting
Toward Efficient, Inclusive, and Sustainable Urbanization
Building Learning Experiences in a Changing World
In the last 30 years, China’s record economic growth lifted half a billion people out of poverty, with rapid urbanization providing abundant
labor, cheap land, and good infrastructure. While China has avoided some of the common ills of urbanization, strains are showing as
inefficient land development leads to urban sprawl and ghost towns, pollution threatens people’s health, and farmland and water resources
are becoming scarce. With China’s urban population projected to rise to about one billion – or close to 70 percent of the country’s
population – by 2030, China’s leaders are seeking a more coordinated urbanization process. Urban China is a joint research report by a team
from the World Bank and the Development Research Center of China’s State Council which was established to address the challenges and
opportunities of urbanization in China and to help China forge a new model of urbanization. The report takes as its point of departure the
conviction that China's urbanization can become more efficient, inclusive, and sustainable. However, it stresses that achieving this vision
will require strong support from both government and the markets for policy reforms in a number of area. The report proposes six main areas
for reform: first, amending land management institutions to foster more efficient land use, denser cities, modernized agriculture, and more
equitable wealth distribution; second, adjusting the hukou household registration system to increase labor mobility and provide urban
migrant workers equal access to a common standard of public services; third, placing urban finances on a more sustainable footing while
fostering financial discipline among local governments; fourth, improving urban planning to enhance connectivity and encourage scale and
agglomeration economies; fifth, reducing environmental pressures through more efficient resource management; and sixth, improving governance
at the local level.
China's accession to the WTO requires a great many specific policy reforms. However, if the best results are to be obtained, it is important
that these reforms be implemented as part of a consistent development program, rather than simply by treating them as a recipe. To do this,
policy makers must understand the range and nature of the policy changes required by accession, their implications for the economy, and the
availability and effects of supporting policies. 'China and the WTO' analyzes the nature of the reforms involved in China's accession to the
WTO, assesses their implications for the world economy, and examines the implications for individual households, particularly the poor. Its
key objective is to provide the information that will allow policy makers to implement WTO commitments and formulate supporting policies to
contribute strongly to economic development and poverty reduction. Individual chapters by leading scholars analyze the nature of the reforms
in key areas, such as agriculture, services, intellectual property and safeguards and anti-dumping. These chapters form the building blocks
for later chapters which analyze the implications of reform for the economy. The book also includes a series of studies that assess the
implications for households, taking into account the social safety net policies applying in China, and the impacts of complementary policies
in areas such as labor market reform and investments in human capital. Of interest to policymakers, academe and students studying
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international trade issues and to practitioners in the area of trade and development, 'China and the WTO' is a valuable addition to the
wealth of information provided by the World Bank Trade and Development Series.
Autonomous robot vehicles are vehicles capable of intelligent motion and action without requiring either a guide or teleoperator control.
The recent surge of interest in this subject will grow even grow further as their potential applications increase. Autonomous vehicles are
currently being studied for use as reconnaissance/exploratory vehicles for planetary exploration, undersea, land and air environments,
remote repair and maintenance, material handling systems for offices and factories, and even intelligent wheelchairs for the disabled. This
reference is the first to deal directly with the unique and fundamental problems and recent progress associated with autonomous vehicles.
The editors have assembled and combined significant material from a multitude of sources, and, in effect, now conviniently provide a
coherent organization to a previously scattered and ill-defined field.
An accessible look at the art of investing and how to adopt the practices of top professionals What differentiates the highly successful
market practitioners—the Market Wizards—from ordinary traders? What traits do they share? What lessons can the average trader learn from
those who achieved superior returns for decades while still maintaining strict risk control? Jack Schwager has spent the past 25 years
interviewing the market legends in search of the answers—a quest chronicled in four prior Market Wizards volumes totaling nearly 2,000
pages. In The Little Book of Market Wizards, Jack Schwager seeks to distill what he considers the essential lessons he learned in conducting
nearly four dozen interviews with some of the world's best traders. The book delves into the mindset and processes of highly successful
traders, providing insights that all traders should find helpful in improving their trading skills and results. Each chapter focuses on a
specific theme essential to market success Describes how all market participants can benefit by incorporating the related traits, behaviors,
and philosophies of the Market Wizards in their own trading Filled with compelling anecdotes that bring the trading messages to life, and
direct quotes from the market greats that resonate with the wisdom born of experience and skill Stepping clearly outside the narrow confines
of most investment books, The Little Book of Market Wizards focuses on the value of understanding one's self within the context of
successful investing.
Understanding the Collection Process
Balanced Recipes for Everyday Living
A Powerful System for Total Business Success
The 5 Key Success Factors
Adventures of a Twenty-first Century Leader
Structural Issues, Multilateral Negotiations and Competitiveness
Methods, Tools and Applications
Successfully integrating history, political psychology, and psychoanalysis, Fantasy and Reality in History studies individual and social anxiety, crisis management, racism and
nationalism. By blending clinical and historico-political methods, Loewenberg examines the psycho-sexual conflicts of several charismatic political leaders, including, among
others, Gladstone, and Zhirinovsky, Russia's contemporary fascist.
For many of the 200,000 black soldiers sent to Europe with the American Expeditionary Forces in World War I, encounters with French civilians and colonial African troops led
them to imagine a world beyond Jim Crow. They returned home to join activists working to make that world real. In narrating the efforts of African American soldiers and activists
to gain full citizenship rights as recompense for military service, Adriane Lentz-Smith illuminates how World War I mobilized a generation.
This study analyses almost 300 known prehistoric rock art sites dating from c.2500 BC set within their environmental context. Susan Searight discusses the themes and motifs
represented, comprising anthropomorphs, human hands and feet, weapons, agricultural tools, chariots and geometric forms, and their distribution.
The book provides a description of the Standard ML (SML) Basis Library, the standard library for the SML language. For programmers using SML, it provides a complete
description of the modules, types and functions composing the library, which is supported by all conforming implementations of the language. The book serves as a programmer's
reference, providing manual pages with concise descriptions. In addition, it presents the principles and rationales used in designing the library, and relates these to idioms and
examples for using the library. A particular emphasis of the library is to encourage the use of SML in serious system programming. Major features of the library include I/O, a
large collection of primitive types, support for internationalization, and a portable operating system interface. This manual will be an indispensable reference for students,
professional programmers, and language designers.
Reinventing Jobs
Harder Than I Thought
Ekwall-Shanker Reading Inventory
R&D Decisions
Freedom Struggles
Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship in Innovation Networks and Knowledge Clusters
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